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HAPPY BIRTHDAY DR. CAPP!

July 1st

Wishing our Founding Chair, Dr. Paul Capp, a very happy birthday. Pictured with wife Connie, his smile always lights up a room!
WELCOME
USHA JAYAGURNATHAN, MD

- KILPAUK MEDICAL COLLEGE, CHENNAI, INDIA
- DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY RESIDENCY
  MGM MEDICAL COLLEGE, INDORE, INDIA
- FELLOWSHIPS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA IN
  NEURORADIOLOGY, CARDIOTHORACIC IMAGING AND
  ABDOMINAL IMAGING
- ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
  AARUPADAI VEEDU MEDICAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL,
  PONDICHERRY, INDIA
WELCOME
RAZA MUSHTAQ, MD

• BACHELOR OF SCIENCES IN BIOCHEMISTRY, POLITICAL SCIENCE, AND PSYCHOLOGY, SUMMA CUM LAUDE
ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

• DOCTOR OF MEDICINE, MAGNA CUM LAUDE
ST. GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

• DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY RESIDENCY
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA - BANNER UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

• NEURORADIOLOGY, FELLOWSHIP
BARROW NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
WELCOME
SAMUEL ROGERS, MD

• BACHELOR OF SCIENCES IN BIOLOGY, SUMMA CUM LAUDE
  UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, TUCSON
• DOCTOR OF MEDICINE WITH HONOR
  BAYLOR COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
• DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY RESIDENCY
  UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA - BANNER UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
• NEURORADIOLOGY, FELLOWSHIP
  UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA - BANNER UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
WELCOME
ELENA VIOLARI, MD

- DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
  UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS MEDICAL SCHOOL
- DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY RESIDENCY
  UCONN HEALTH CENTER
- INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY FELLOWSHIP
  MIAMI CARDIAC & VASCULAR INSTITUTE (MCVI)
- PEDIATRIC RADIOLOGY FELLOWSHIP
  LUCILE PACKARD CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
  STANFORD UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
Congratulations to Dr. Maria Altbach who has received an investigator award from the Arizona Department of Health Services (ADHS) to improve stroke prevention.

The 3-year, $750K grant involves collaborations with 13 Vascular Surgeons in the Tucson area and Siemens Healthineers.

Maria Altbach, PhD
Siemens EVOLVE Program Approved

“Provides the latest versions of your equipment’s software as it becomes available – as well as systemic hardware upgrades – so your imaging systems remain state-of-the-art for years to come without the additional costs of a new equipment or upgrade purchase.”
CONGRATULATIONS

Dr. Arif-Tiwari, Vice Chair of Clinical Affairs, is spotlighted in Health Sciences Connect for her leadership in Women in Academic Medicine (WAM). She continues her efforts to grow a culture of inclusion and equity throughout the College of Medicine – Tucson.

Learn more about WAM, here

Hina Arif-Tiwari, MD
CONGRATULATIONS

Dr. Dorothy Gilbertson, Vice Chair of Education, was interviewed by former Chief Resident, Miguel Craig, MD, for a Women in Radiology Q & A feature.

Dorothy Gilbertson, MD
CONGRATULATIONS

Dr. Arif-Tiwari has been selected to represent the Society of Abdominal Radiology during the 2021 International Conference based in Santiago, Chile August 26-28. Hosted by the Chilean Society of Radiology, Dr. Arif-Tiwari’s presentation is entitled, “Pancreatic Ca Staging Response Assessment.”
DEI COMMITTEE

• MEET THE DEPARTMENT OF MEDICAL IMAGING DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION CORE COMMITTEE
• INAUGURAL MEETING WAS JULY 12TH
• DMI DEI WEBPAGE
THE RESEARCH DIVISION HAD A NICE SENDOFF FOR DR. ERIC CLARKSON (PICTURED ABOVE IN HAWAIIAN SHIRT) AND PIER INGRAM (PICTURED WITH GLASS PIECE) WHO ARE RETIRING FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
CONGRATULATIONS SENIOR RESIDENT

4th Year Resident, Gokhan Kuyumcu, MD, has been selected to participate in the Academy for Emerging Leaders in Patient Safety: The COPIC Medical Foundation Resident Session being held in Breckenridge, CO.
New Trainee Welcome Lunch

July 1st
NEW RESIDENTS

Resident lectures are off to a great start. Pictured in the Tower 1 conference room are some of the new Medical Imaging residents that started on July 1st.
DMI in conjunction with the ODEI and COM-T/Banner has partnered to offer the Underrepresented in Medicine Scholarship for visiting out-of-state medical students.

Thanks to Drs. Rubin, Gilbertson, Arif, Desoky and the administrative staff who support residency and medical student education.
BODY DIVISION END OF YEAR GATHERING
VERO AMORE, JUNE 23
BODY IMAGING DIVISION GATHERING
RESIDENT SOCIAL

• THANKS TO EVENT ORGANIZER, GABE DUHANCIOGLU, MD, AND EVERYONE WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE CHURRASCO STEAK HOUSE EVENT!
Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Non-Occlusive Hepatic Infarction Associated with Diabetic Ketoacidosis

July 2021 |

Hina Arif-Tiwari, MD

Abdul Sami Khan, MD
CT Diagnosis of COVID-19: A View through the PICOTS Lens

June 2021

Geoffrey Rubin, MD, MBA, FACR
MARK YOUR CALENDARS

Please Join Us
MEDICAL IMAGING SOCIAL EVENT
AT CULINARY DROPOUT

FRIDAY | 13 | AUGUST 2021
2543 E GRANT RD, TUCSON, AZ 85716 IN THE COOP ROOM

PLEASE RESPOND BY AUGUST 11
TO ME @ MNRUIZ@RADIOLOGY.ARIZONA.EDU

A look back at the DMI 2018
Social Event…